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(54) AERODYNAMIC STRUCTURE

(57) The invention describes an aerodynamic struc-
ture (1) for mounting to a surface (20S, 20P, 30) of a wind
turbine rotor blade (2), which aerodynamic structure (1)
comprises a plurality of rectangular comb elements (10R)
and/or a plurality of angular comb elements (10V), where-

in a comb element (10R, 10V) comprises comb teeth
(100) arranged in a comb plane (10P) that subtends an
angle to the surface (20S, 20P, 30) of the rotor blade (2).
The invention further describes a wind turbine rotor blade
(2) comprising such an aerodynamic structure (1).
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Description

[0001] The invention describes an aerodynamic struc-
ture for a wind turbine rotor blade, a wind turbine rotor
blade with such an aerodynamic structure, and a method
of equipping a wind turbine rotor blade with an aerody-
namic structure.
[0002] The level of noise generated by a wind turbine
is a major factor that determines whether permission will
be given to erect a wind turbine of that type, particularly
when the site is close to a residential area. Generally,
the noise originating from the aerodynamic rotor is re-
garded as most troublesome. Therefore, much effort is
being invested in finding ways to reduce the noise gen-
erated by wind turbine rotor blades as these move
through the air. The simplest way to reduce noise origi-
nating from an aerodynamic rotor is to reduce its rota-
tional speed, but this is directly associated with a sub-
stantial penalty in power output. Therefore, it would be
more preferable to identify other ways of reducing the
level of noise.
[0003] For a large wind turbine with rotor blade lengths
in excess of 20 - 30 m, the dominant noise source is
trailing edge noise. Eddies develop when the air flows
over the suction side and pressure side, resulting in tur-
bulence passing the trailing edge of the blade, causing
trailing edge noise. The cause of trailing edge noise can
also be regarded as a distribution of unstable surface
pressures at the trailing edge. The surface pressures are
the footprint or signature of the turbulent boundary layer.
Trailing edge noise is mainly generated in the outer por-
tion of a rotor blade, i.e. in the outer airfoil region, on
account of the higher rotational velocities.
[0004] There are various ways of modifying a rotor
blade with the aim of reducing trailing edge noise. For
example, instead of a straight trailing edge, the trailing
edge can be given a serrated or "sawtooth" shape along
an outer portion of the rotor blade. The serrations effec-
tively reduce the scattering of vortices at the trailing edge.
However, while such a serrated edge can reduce the
trailing edge noise to some extent, it cannot eliminate the
noise completely. Therefore, while trailing edge serra-
tions can reduce trailing edge noise, significant noise lev-
els remain.
[0005] The noise-reducing effect of trailing edge ser-
rations can be improved by arranging comb elements
between the serrations. A comb element originates along
the edges of two adjacent serrations, and terminates at
a terminating line defined by the tips of those serrations.
Such comb elements lie in the same plane as the serra-
tions, i.e. the comb teeth lie close to the main airflow
direction. The beneficial acoustic effect of such comb el-
ements may be understood to arise from diffusion of a
horseshoe vortex (i.e. the combs between serrations
break up a large vortex into smaller vortices) and/or dis-
sipation of some of the energy in the turbulent airflow.
[0006] While serrations and in-plane comb elements
can have a noticeable positive effect on the trailing edge

noise by diffusing turbulence immediately behind the
trailing edge, they do not have a significant effect on tur-
bulence that is present upstream of the trailing edge.
Therefore, the known solutions have limited capability in
reducing the aerodynamic noise generated by a rotor
blade.
[0007] It is therefore an object of the invention to pro-
vide an improved way of reducing the noise generated
by a wind turbine rotor blade.
[0008] This object is achieved by the wind turbine rotor
blade aerodynamic structure of claim 1; and by the wind
turbine rotor blade of claim 13.
[0009] According to the invention, the aerodynamic
structure is to be mounted to a surface of a wind turbine
rotor blade and comprises a plurality of rectangular comb
elements and/or a plurality of angular or V-shaped comb
elements, wherein a comb element comprises comb
teeth arranged in a comb plane that subtends an angle
to the surface of the rotor blade. In the context of the
invention, the comb plane of a rectangular comb element
can be understood to have the shape of a rectangle, while
the comb plane of an angular comb element can be un-
derstood to have a chevron shape, as will be made clear
by the drawings.
[0010] It is known to mount various kinds of structure
on an airfoil in order to reduce the noise generated by
the rotor blade, for example a porous shield or cover that
reduces scattering of the surface pressures at the airfoil
trailing edge. This porous structure can extend over a
significant portion of the rotor blade in the outboard re-
gion. However, such structures may not reduce trailing
edge noise to an entirely satisfactory level. The invention
is based on the insight that trailing edge noise can be
further reduced when the boundary layer is pushed away
from the airfoil surface. The reduction in noise is under-
stood to arise from the increased distance between tur-
bulence over the airfoil and the trailing edge, so that there
is less acoustic scattering of vortices at the trailing edge.
The present invention provides a means of achieving this
effect, by arranging a plurality of comb elements on the
rotor blade. The aerodynamic structure can comprise two
or more rectangular comb elements arranged in a parallel
formation, and/or a plurality of angular or V-shaped comb
elements arranged along the trailing edge of the rotor
blade.
[0011] A comb element is preferably inclined at an an-
gle in the range of 0° to 45° relative to the airfoil surface
of the rotor blade. Since each comb element has an over-
all planar shape as defined above, each comb element
acts as a "canopy" to push the boundary layer outward
from the rotor blade. In the following, a rectangular or
angular comb element may be referred to as a "canopy
comb element" with the attendant beneficial effect de-
scribed above, namely to move larger boundary layer
vortices further outward from the airfoil surface in order
to suppress acoustic scattering at the trailing edge. In
addition to this function, the comb fibres of a canopy comb
element can act as a span-wise separator on a turbulent
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airflow over the airfoil surface of the blade. The effect of
this span-wise flow separation is to stabilize the turbulent
airflow by transforming large vortices into a greater
number of smaller vortices, which will generate less au-
dible noise when passing over the trailing edge.
[0012] According to the invention, a wind turbine rotor
blade comprises such an aerodynamic structure mount-
ed on a surface of the rotor blade. Preferably, the inven-
tive aerodynamic structure extends for example along
the outer half or outer third of a rotor blade. With such an
aerodynamic structure in place, the acoustic noise can
be significantly reduced. The noise emissions of a wind
turbine that is equipped with such rotor blades can be
effectively reduced. During operation of the wind turbine,
the rotor blades move through the air, so that an airflow
passes over a rotor blade, and the airflow will first pass
over the inventive aerodynamic structure before reaching
the trailing edge of the rotor blade. Turbulence near the
trailing edge of a rotor blade can be reduced to a great
extent, so that the wind turbine may fulfil the requirements
of applicable acoustic noise regulations when operating
at its rated power output. Another advantage is that it
may be possible to install such wind turbines closer to
acoustically sensitive areas. Without noise-reducing
measures, many onshore wind turbines must be cur-
tailed, i.e. operated at reduced power, in order to meet
the applicable noise limits. When the aerodynamic noise
is reduced, for example by deploying the inventive aer-
odynamic structure, such wind turbines can be curtailed
less, meaning they produce more energy while staying
within the noise limit. The inventive aerodynamic struc-
ture can be used when installing new wind turbines and
also to retrofit existing wind turbines.
[0013] Particularly advantageous embodiments and
features of the invention are given by the dependent
claims, as revealed in the following description. Features
of different claim categories may be combined as appro-
priate to give further embodiments not described herein.
[0014] A canopy comb element can be made of any
suitable material, for example a suitable polymer or plas-
tic. A canopy comb element can be made using any suit-
able technique such as injection moulding, casting, etc.
Preferably, the comb fibres or comb teeth of a canopy
comb element are parallel to each other, and are spaced
apart by a sufficient distance. For example, comb fibres
may have a diameter in the order of 1.0 mm and may be
spaced apart by a distance that is about the same as the
comb fibre diameter.
[0015] The aerodynamic structure can be constructed
in any suitable manner. In one preferred embodiment of
the invention, the aerodynamic structure is manufactured
by forming the canopy comb elements and embedding
the teeth of a canopy comb element to a suitable depth
in the mounting means along a mounting line. The series
of points from which the teeth of a canopy comb element
extend outward from the mounting means may be re-
garded collectively as the "mounting line" of that canopy
comb element. In an alternative embodiment, the aero-

dynamic structure is manufactured by forming the canopy
comb elements and gluing the inner ends of the teeth of
a canopy comb element along a mounting line on the
surface of the mounting means. In a further alternative
embodiment, the aerodynamic structure is manufactured
by forming the canopy comb elements, forming holes in
the mounting means along a mounting line and, from
underneath the mounting means, passing the teeth of a
canopy comb element through the holes. The mounting
means may be realised as a strip of material (for example
a strip of plastic) that is glued or otherwise attached to
the outer surface of the rotor blade, so that an already
existing rotor blade may be retro-fitted with one or more
instances of the inventive aerodynamic structure.
[0016] A mounting surface can be a surface of the rotor
blade airfoil. An embodiment of the inventive aerodynam-
ic structure is preferably mounted to the suction side of
the rotor blade. Equally, a mounting surface can be the
surface of a trailing edge assembly arranged along the
trailing edge of the rotor blade. Alternatively or in addition,
an embodiment of the inventive aerodynamic structure
can be mounted to the pressure side of the rotor blade.
An embodiment of the inventive aerodynamic structure
preferably extends over the outboard 50% of the rotor
blade.
[0017] Preferably, a canopy comb element is arranged
on a mounting means realised for mounting the comb
element to a mounting surface of the rotor blade. A can-
opy comb element is generally arranged along a root-to-
tip direction, and the mounting means is preferably at-
tached to the airfoil surface of the blade in a span-wise
direction, i.e. in a direction defined by a line extending
between the blade root and the blade tip, or in a direction
defined by the trailing edge of the rotor blade, so that the
canopy comb element essentially extends in a span-wise
direction. The mounting surface can include a surface of
a trailing edge assembly of the rotor blade, for example
an angular or chevron comb element can be mounted
partially or completely onto a serration of a serrated trail-
ing edge assembly.
[0018] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a
mounting means of a rectangular canopy comb element
is attached to the airfoil surface of the rotor blade at a
distance inward (i.e. upstream) from the trailing edge.
The distance inward from the trailing edge can be deter-
mined by computation using suitable models and/or on
the basis of observations obtained from tests such as
wind tunnel tests, acoustic measurements in the field,
etc. In such an embodiment, the mounting line of a rec-
tangular canopy comb element is effectively arranged at
a distance upwind of the trailing edge.
[0019] Preferably, the comb teeth of a rectangular
comb element originate along an essentially straight
mounting line that runs parallel to the trailing edge of the
rotor blade. Similarly, the comb teeth of such a rectan-
gular comb element preferably terminate along a termi-
nating line that is essentially parallel to the mounting line.
[0020] When rectangular comb elements are used, the
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inventive aerodynamic structure preferably comprises at
least two rectangular comb elements mounted on an air-
foil surface of the rotor blade such that the comb teeth
of a first rectangular comb element are offset relative to
the comb teeth of a second rectangular comb element.
For example, the comb teeth of one rectangular comb
element can be aligned with the gaps between comb
teeth of the adjacent rectangular comb element.
[0021] When angular comb elements are used, the
comb teeth of an angular comb element originate along
a mounting line that describes a saw-tooth contour along
the trailing edge of the rotor blade. If the rotor blade is
equipped with a serrated trailing edge assembly, the saw-
tooth contour preferably follows the contour of the ser-
rated trailing edge. The angular comb elements can be
mounted on the airfoil surface of the rotor blade and/or
on the serrations of a serrated trailing edge assembly.
For example, a row of angular comb elements can be
mounted on an airfoil surface so that the tips of the comb
teeth terminate over the airfoil surface, i.e. they do not
extend beyond the trailing edge. Alternatively, a row of
angular comb elements can be mounted on the rotor
blade so that the tips of some or all of the comb teeth
extend beyond the trailing edge. In such an embodiment,
the angular comb elements can be entirely or partially
mounted on serrations of a trailing edge assembly, and
the terminating lines of the angular comb elements follow
the sawtooth shape of the serrations.
[0022] As described above, the comb plane of a can-
opy comb element contains the parallel mounting and
terminating lines, and the comb plane is inclined at an
angle to the mounting surface, preferably at an angle of
up to 45°. To maintain this angle of inclination under all
operating conditions, a canopy comb element preferably
comprises a number of supporting ribs arranged to main-
tain the angle of inclination of the comb plane. Each comb
tooth can be supported by such a supporting rib. Prefer-
ably, a supporting rib is inclined at a relatively flat angle
so that it presents as little resistance as possible to the
incoming airflow.
[0023] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
supporting ribs of a rectangular canopy comb element
mounted on a first airfoil surface extend beyond the trail-
ing edge of the rotor blade to form a further comb element
that extends outward from the trailing edge on the other
side of the rotor blade. In other words, the canopy comb
element is on one side of the chord plane of the airfoil,
while the further comb element (comprising the extended
supporting ribs) is on the other side of the chord plane.
[0024] This concept can be taken further when rectan-
gular canopy comb elements are arranged on both sides
of the airfoil in a mirrored arrangement, i.e. a rectangular
canopy comb element on the suction side and an identical
rectangular canopy comb element on the pressure side.
For example, in a preferred embodiment of the invention,
a suction-side rectangular canopy comb element is
mounted so that its supporting ribs extend beyond the
trailing edge into the space "below" the chord plane, and

a pressure-side rectangular canopy comb element is
mounted so that its supporting ribs extend beyond the
trailing edge into the space "above" the chord plane.
[0025] In such an embodiment, physically separate
comb elements can mounted at the trailing edge, with a
first canopy comb element on the suction side and a sec-
ond canopy comb element on the pressure side, ar-
ranged at an offset so that the supporting ribs of one
canopy comb element extend between the supporting
ribs of the other canopy comb element.
[0026] Alternatively, the supporting ribs of such canopy
comb elements can be joined at their point of intersection
at the trailing edge of the rotor blade. This can be
achieved by a suitable injection moulding process to
manufacture the "mirrored" canopy comb elements, or
by fusing or bonding the supporting ribs of separate comb
elements at the appropriate nodes or points.
[0027] As mentioned in the introduction, a wind turbine
rotor blade can be equipped with serrations along a por-
tion of its trailing edge for the purpose of reducing aero-
dynamic noise. Such a serrated trailing edge assembly
can be augmented by in-plane comb elements arranged
between the serrations. Such an in-plane comb element
lies in the same plane as the trailing edge serrations, i.e.
in the same plane as the airflow over the rotor blade.
[0028] Other objects and features of the present inven-
tion will become apparent from the following detailed de-
scriptions considered in conjunction with the accompa-
nying drawings. It is to be understood, however, that the
drawings are designed solely for the purposes of illustra-
tion and not as a definition of the limits of the invention.

Figs 1 - 4 show a various embodiments of the inven-
tive aerodynamic structure;
Fig 5 shows a detail view of an angular comb element
in an embodiment of the inventive aerodynamic
structure;
Fig 6 shows a detail view of a further angular comb
element in an embodiment of the inventive aerody-
namic structure;
Fig 7 shows a cross-section through a further em-
bodiment of the inventive aerodynamic structure;
Fig 8 shows a cross-section through a further em-
bodiment of the inventive aerodynamic structure;
Fig 9 shows a rotor blade of a wind turbine;
Fig 10 illustrates the development of turbulence over
a rotor blade.

[0029] In the diagrams, like numbers refer to like ob-
jects throughout. Objects in the diagrams are not neces-
sarily drawn to scale.
[0030] Fig 1 shows an embodiment of the inventive
aerodynamic structure 1, attached to the suction side 20S
of a wind turbine rotor blade 2. The diagram indicates a
cross-section through an airfoil 20 in an outboard region
of the blade 2. In this exemplary embodiment, the aero-
dynamic structure 1 comprises two rectangular canopy
comb elements 10R arranged on a mounting means 11R
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in such a way that the rectangular comb elements 10 act
together as a canopy to push the boundary layer outward
from the airfoil surface 20S as indicated by the short ar-
rows. Each canopy comb element 10R subtends a rela-
tively oblique angle α to the airfoil surface 20S, and this
angle preferably does not exceed 45°. The different can-
opy comb elements 10R can subtend different angles to
the airfoil surface 20S, depending on their position on
the airfoil 20. To ensure that the angle α between the
comb plane 10P and the airfoil surface 20S is maintained,
each comb tooth or fibre may be supported by a support-
ing rib 101 that also subtends an oblique angle to the
airfoil surface 20S. There are a number of ways of real-
ising and mounting a canopy comb element 10R. For
example, a canopy comb element 10R can be cast as
one piece with a mounting plate 11R, which can be at-
tached to a suitable region of the rotor blade surface.
[0031] Fig 2 shows a further embodiment, in this case
the two rectangular canopy comb elements 10R of Fig 1
are augmented by another canopy comb element 10V
mounted to extend into a trailing edge assembly 3 that
is attached to the trailing edge TE of the rotor blade 2.
[0032] Fig 3 shows a plan view of an embodiment of
the inventive aerodynamic structure 1, similar to that of
Fig 1. The diagram shows two rectangular canopy comb
elements 10R, each comprising an array of comb fibres
100 arranged in parallel to form an overall rectangular
shape. The comb fibres 100 of a canopy comb element
10R originate along a mounting line 10MR and terminate
at terminating line 10TR. In this case, the mounting lines
10MR and terminating lines 10TR are essentially parallel
to the trailing edge TE of the blade 2. The diagram also
indicates that the rectangular canopy comb elements
10R are mounted on the blade surface so that the comb
fibres 100 of one canopy comb element 10R are offset
from the fibres 100 of the other canopy comb element
10R. This can improve the span-wise separation of tur-
bulence over the airfoil surface. In this exemplary em-
bodiment, the rectangular canopy comb elements 10R
are essentially identical, but offset by a distance Δ10R
corresponding to half the distance between comb fibres.
In an alternative realisation, the canopy comb elements
10R could be different, with the comb fibres of one canopy
comb element 10R closer together than the comb fibres
of the other canopy comb element 10R.
[0033] Fig 4 shows a plan view of another embodiment
of the inventive aerodynamic structure 1, similar to that
of Fig 2. The diagram shows a rectangular canopy comb
element 10R of the type described in Fig 3. The rotor
blade 2 also has a serrated trailing edge assembly 3, i.e.
a series of serrations 30 is arranged along the trailing
edge TE to reduce the aerodynamic noise arising from
the passage of vortices past the rotor blade’s trailing edge
as it passes through the air. In this embodiment, an an-
gular canopy comb element 10V is mounted to extend
over the serrations 30 of the trailing edge assembly 3.
The mounting line 10MV and terminating line 10TV of
the comb fibres 100 of the angular canopy comb element

10V follow the saw-tooth contour of the serrations 30.
[0034] Fig 5 shows another view of an angular canopy
comb element 10V, indicating how it might be mounted
relative to a serration 30 of a trailing edge assembly. The
mounting line 10MV and the terminating line 10TV are
both V-shaped, so that the shape of the comb element
10V follows the shape of a serration 30 at the trailing
edge TE of the rotor blade 2. The angular canopy comb
element 10V is mounted symmetrically about a centre
line 30C of a serration 30. While the diagram only shows
one such angular canopy comb element 10V, it shall be
understood that a series of such angular canopy comb
element 10V may be mounted along the trailing edge TE
of the blade 2, and may be combined with one or more
rectangular canopy comb elements 10R as described
above.
[0035] In Fig 6, the mounting line 10MV and the termi-
nating line 10TV of an angular canopy comb element 10V
are both curved, so that the shape of the angular comb
element 10V follows a curve in space. The drawing shows
a trailing edge assembly mounted to the trailing edge TE
of the blade 2, and comprising a series of serrations 30
with in-plane comb elements 31. Here, the terminating
line 10TV of the canopy comb element 10V essentially
lies above the trailing edge TE of the rotor blade 2, with
its maximum height coinciding with the centre line 30C
of a serration 30, and its minimum height coinciding with
an inner apex at the junction of two serrations 30. In such
an embodiment, turbulence around the serration cen-
treline 30C is diffused by the upstream angular canopy
comb element 10V. In this case also, while the diagram
only shows one such angular canopy comb element 10V,
it shall be understood that a series of such angular can-
opy comb element 10V may be mounted along the trailing
edge TE of the blade 2, and may be combined with one
or more rectangular canopy comb elements 10R as de-
scribed above. The in-plane comb elements 31 between
neighbouring serrations 30 have the effect of further re-
ducing the trailing edge noise. The serrations 30 and in-
plane comb elements 11 can be cast or injection-mould-
ed as one piece with a mounting plate for attaching along
the trailing edge TE of the rotor blade surface, for exam-
ple on the pressure side.
[0036] Fig 7 shows a further embodiment of the inven-
tive aerodynamic structure 1. A cross-section is shown
through the airfoil portion of a rotor blade 2 and the dia-
gram shows the region near the trailing edge TE. In this
embodiment, a first rectangular canopy comb element
10R is mounted on the suction side 20S, and a second
rectangular canopy comb element 10R is mounted on
the pressure side 20P. The supporting ribs 101 of the
comb fibres 100 extend from a point along the comb fibre
100 to the trailing edge TE, where they are anchored.
Instead of terminating at the trailing edge TE, the sup-
porting ribs 101 extend beyond the trailing edge TE to
create a further canopy comb element 10R’ beyond the
trailing edge TE, referred to herein as a "trailing edge
canopy comb element" 10R’.
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[0037] Fig 8 shows a similar structure. Again, a cross-
section is shown through the airfoil portion of a rotor blade
2 and the diagram shows the region near the trailing edge
TE. In this embodiment, the mounting line of an angular
canopy comb element 10V coincides with the trailing
edge TE, and the angular canopy comb element 10V is
inclined at an angle to the plane of a serration 30 and in-
plane comb element 31. In this embodiment, a supporting
rib 101 of a comb fibre 100 extends from a point along
the comb fibre 100 either to the tip of a serration 30 or to
the outer end of a fibre of a serration comb element 31.
[0038] Fig 9 shows a rotor blade 2 of a wind turbine.
The diagram shows the leading edge LE, trailing edge
TE and suction side 20S. In the prior art, it is known to
attach a serrated component 3 along a mounting length
L of the trailing edge TE. In the embodiments of the in-
ventive aerodynamic structure 1 described above, any
canopy comb elements as described in Figs 1 - 8 above
be assumed to be attached to a mounting surface of the
rotor blade 2 over a similar mounting length L.
[0039] Fig 10 illustrates the development of turbulence
as a rotor blade 2 moves in a direction of rotation R. The
diagram shows an initially laminar airflow F20S in the
boundary layer over the suction side 20S of the rotor
blade 2, and an initially laminar airflow F20P in the bound-
ary layer over the pressure side 20P of the rotor blade
2. The boundary layer generally cannot remain stable,
and turbulence TU arises upstream of the trailing edge
TE (potentially also on the pressure side 20P). Further
turbulence TTE develops at the trailing edge TE. Acoustic
noise is mainly generated by passage of vortices TTE
past the trailing edge. The inventive aerodynamic struc-
ture 1 acts to push the boundary layer outward from the
airfoil surface and also to smoothen the airflow over the
airfoil surface, reducing the severity of turbulence near
the trailing edge. Because it results in smaller vortices in
the trailing edge turbulence, and less turbulence overall,
the inventive aerodynamic structure 1 can significantly
reduce trailing edge noise.
[0040] Although the present invention has been dis-
closed in the form of preferred embodiments and varia-
tions thereon, it will be understood that numerous addi-
tional modifications and variations could be made thereto
without departing from the scope of the invention
[0041] For the sake of clarity, it is to be understood that
the use of "a" or "an" throughout this application does not
exclude a plurality, and "comprising" does not exclude
other steps or elements.

Claims

1. An aerodynamic structure (1) for mounting to a sur-
face (20S, 20P, 30) of a wind turbine rotor blade (2),
which aerodynamic structure (1) comprises a plural-
ity of rectangular comb elements (10R) and/or a plu-
rality of angular comb elements (10V), wherein a
comb element (10R, 10V) comprises comb teeth

(100) arranged in a comb plane (10P) that subtends
an angle to the surface (20S, 20P, 30) of the rotor
blade (2).

2. An aerodynamic structure according to claim 1,
wherein the comb plane (10P) of a comb element
(10R, 10V) is inclined at an angle (α) of up to 45°
relative to the surface (20S, 20P, 30) of the rotor
blade (2).

3. An aerodynamic structure according to claim 1 or
claim 2, wherein a comb element (10R, 10V) is ar-
ranged on a mounting means (11R, 11V), which
mounting means (11R, 11V) is realised for mounting
the comb element (10R, 10V) to a mounting surface
(20S, 20P, 30) of the rotor blade (2).

4. An aerodynamic structure according to any of the
preceding claims, comprising at least two rectangu-
lar comb elements (10R) mounted on an airfoil sur-
face (20S, 20P) of the rotor blade (2) such that the
comb teeth (100) of a first rectangular comb element
(10R) are offset relative to the comb teeth (100) of
a second rectangular comb element (10R).

5. An aerodynamic structure according to claim 4,
wherein the comb teeth (100) of a rectangular comb
element (10R) originate along a mounting line
(10MR) extending in a direction that is essentially
parallel to the trailing edge (TE) of the rotor blade (2).

6. An aerodynamic structure according to claim 4 or
claim 5, wherein the comb teeth (100) of a rectan-
gular comb element (10R) terminate along a termi-
nating line (TR), which terminating line (10TR) ex-
tends in a direction that is essentially parallel to the
trailing edge (TE) of the rotor blade (2).

7. An aerodynamic structure according to any of the
preceding claims, wherein the comb teeth (100) of
an angular comb element (10V) originate along a
mounting line (10MV) that describes a saw-tooth
contour (10MV) along the trailing edge (TE) of the
rotor blade (2).

8. An aerodynamic structure according to claim 7,
wherein the comb teeth (100) of an angular comb
element (10V) extend over a serration (30) of a trail-
ing edge assembly (3) mounted along the trailing
edge (TE) of the rotor blade (2).

9. An aerodynamic structure according to any of the
preceding claims, wherein a comb element (10R,
10V) comprises a number of supporting ribs (101)
arranged to maintain the angle of inclination (α) of
the comb plane (10P).

10. An aerodynamic structure according to claim 9,
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wherein the supporting ribs (101) of a comb element
(10R) mounted on a first airfoil surface (20S) extend
beyond the trailing edge (TE) of the rotor blade (2)
to form a further comb element (10R’).

11. An aerodynamic structure according to claim 10,
wherein the supporting ribs (101) of a comb element
(10R) mounted on the opposite airfoil surface (20P)
also extend beyond the trailing edge (TE) of the rotor
blade (2) to form a further comb element (10R’).

12. An aerodynamic structure according to claim 11,
wherein the supporting ribs (101) of the comb ele-
ments (10R) are joined at a point corresponding to
the trailing edge (TE) of the rotor blade (2).

13. A wind turbine rotor blade (2) comprising an aerody-
namic structure (1) according to any of claims 1 to
12 mounted on a surface (20S, 20P, 30) of the rotor
blade (2).

14. A wind turbine rotor blade according to claim 13,
wherein a mounting surface is any of: the suction
side (20S) of the rotor blade (2), the pressure side
(20P) of the rotor blade (2), a serration (30) of a trail-
ing edge assembly (3) of the rotor blade (2).

15. A wind turbine rotor blade according to claim 13 or
claim 14, further comprising a number of in-plane
comb elements (31) mounted between serrations
(30) of a trailing edge assembly (3) of the rotor blade
(2).
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